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Bi-directional Alignment 
Bi-directional alignment is imperative for a successful OKR implementation. Align around 

Outcomes, not structures! While setting Team OKRs, consider who it is that your team relies 

on most for coordination and assistance within the organization to achieve your OKRs and, 

conversely, who relies upon and coordinates most with your team. 

» Which other team should contribute to this KR?

» Have they taken an adjacent KR?

» What would be the dependency on the KR achievement?

Eg: Product Launch and Marketing KRs are cross aligned/Sales {new business) and MQL

generation is cross-aligned Krs

Call out allegiances and dependencies early, so that they don't become blockers later on. 

Just Setting OKRs doesn't help, you need a good CFR Plan too! 

CFRs stand for Conversations, Feedback, and Recognition. The importance of timely and 

constructive feedback needs no introduction. It's an art and a science to give and receive. It 

takes an effort from team members and managers alike to have outcome-focused feedback 

conversations that help stay the course while achieving OKRs! 

By having feedback conversations that are focused on OKR achievement, teams move away 

from generic conversations and focus on specific and actionable ones. 

The frequency of CFRs can be set during progress check-ins is most essential at the end 

of the OKR cycle. Team members who self-initiate conversations and action feedback are 

more likely to smell success. 

Check out these ideas to structure your Check-In meetings -

» Check OKR Progress

» Look/Refine Priorities/Task for the week

� CHECK-IN 

Week 

2022 02 f- Dec 5, 2022 - Dec 11, 2022 ➔ 

8 
Bani 

Dec 8, 2022 

We have 3 new clients in the sign-up process! 

8 
Bani 

Dec 8, 2022 

We had 43 clicks on the discount button this week. 

» Check Confidence Level

» Discuss Constraints and Blockers

Filter 
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https://www.fitbots.com/okr-ebooks/a-champions-guide-to-okr-check-in-meetings


https://www.fitbots.com/okr-ebooks/a-champions-guide-to-okr-check-in-meetings
https://leia-su.medium.com/a-glimpse-of-our-simple-interactive-team-okr-management-tool-a52ab5e3c98c
https://www.fitbots.com/okrs-for-product-and-engineering-teams


https://www.fitbots.com/get-in-touch-all
https://www.fitbots.com/okrs/okr-faqs
https://www.fitbots.com/okrs/okr-faqs


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJKna1takOI


6. You have clearly identified an OKRs Champion

Internal OKRs Champions are the heartbeat of an OKRs rollout. They would be overseeing 

the introduction, setting, and most importantly, managing by OKRs. The Champion is usually 

certified on OKRs and has the tools and techniques to coach teams on how to write high

quality OKRs which are well connected and aligned. This individual is usually someone who 

has been with the organization for at least a year, has a great view of the business, and can 

influence stakeholders. 

7. You have a Training Plan for your teams

Traditional performance reviews assess individuals on tasks and KPls. In contrast, OKRs are 

a fundamental shift from 'Me' to 'We.' They are best written when teams come together to 

move a strategic business metric. Training would be required for leadership and next-level 

teams on the fundamentals of OKRs: 

• What are OKRs? - This is the level set training.
• How do you write OKRs? - Templates and guides to help teams craft high-quality,

correctly aligned OKRs
• Tools for Sustainability - How do you make OKRs stick and not fall through the cracks?

What are the rituals, how do you get the best out of them, and what are the global best

practices that truly yield desirable results?

8. You have an Executive Sponsor who chairs OKRs Reviews

A committed executive sponsor's role can make an OKR rollout highly successful. The 

sponsor is the chair of the OKR reviews. Additionally, sponsors remove blockers and coach 

teams to think about what metrics to focus on during mid-quarter reviews to move the 

needle. Learn about the value of good sponsorship and how sponsors are the jumping-off 

point of a dive into OKRs. 

9. You keep OKRs Agile

Looping back to the point that OKRs is definitely not something to set and forget! They are 

managed week-on-week and reset by teams at the end of 90 days. So, if you are 

considering taking a bunch of metrics and dividing them into 4 quarters, think again! Teams 

should have a bunch of new metrics linked to Objectives, which they would want to achieve 

and improve quarter on quarter. Making them static takes the pizzaz out of OKRs. Read 

more about the relationship between Agile and OKRs. 

10. Your organization has a Growth Mindset and is ready to learn

Organizations that deeply reflect, learn, and course correct, have a high chance of 

sustaining OKRs. They look at OKRs as not another chore, but simply as the way that 

business is done. That's why Google says "It's just the way we do business around here." 
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